ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a destination-assisted jamming and beamforming (DAJB) scheme for physical layer security in a one-way cooperative amplify-and-forward (AF) relay communication system. The system model consists of one source, one destination, one eavesdropper, and N relay nodes, with the individual power constraint of each relay node and the destination-assisted jamming node as well as unknown instantaneous channel state information (CSI) of the eavesdropper. Due to the half-duplex constraint of the relay nodes, there are two phases in our proposed DAJB scheme. In the first phase, the source node broadcasts information signal and all N relay nodes listen simultaneously. In the meantime, the destination node transmits the jamming signal to confuse the potential eavesdropper. In the second phase, all N relay nodes amplify and forward the received signals, covered by the artificial noise (AN), to the destination using the distributed beamforming technology. The optimal beamformer weights and power allocation are obtained by solving the second-order convex cone programming (SOCP) together with a linear programming (LP) problem. Furthermore, the performance of the DAJB scheme is analyzed in terms of the achievable secrecy rate. Compared with the scheme that selects a relay node as the jammer, we obtain larger power gain to achieve higher secrecy rates. Finally, the simulation results verify that the DAJB scheme greatly improves the secrecy rate of a one-way cooperative AF relay communication system. INDEX TERMS Jamming, beamforming, artificial noise (AN), amplify-and-forward (AF), secrecy rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Because of the broadcast nature of the wireless communication system, the confidential messages can be received by the legitimate users or wiretapped by the unfriendly eavesdroppers as long as they are located in the coverage area of a transmission. Thus, it can be seen that information security is crucial to protect our privacy. In [1] , Wyner showed that in the discrete memoryless channel, if each eavesdropper's channel is a degraded version of the main channel, we can always use channel coding to prevent eavesdroppers from getting any information from the transmitted signals while the legitimate users are able to decode signals correctly. The upper limit of the code rate of this channel coding is defined as the secrecy capacity which can be increased by decreasing the capacity of eavesdropper channel.
Commonly, for a wireless communication system with all users provided with only a single antenna, we can apply cooperative jamming [2] - [6] and cooperative beamforming [7] - [11] methods to multiple nodes. The former assists to degrade the condition of eavesdropper's channel, while the latter helps to enhance the channel quality towards the legitimate users. Moreover, in [12] these two methods are combined to secure the one-way cooperative amplify-and-forward (AF) relay communication system. In this scheme, one jamming node is selected from N relay nodes to send the jamming signal in the whole process of transmission when the remaining N − 1 relay nodes amplify and forward the source signal. Although, this joint cooperative jamming and beamforming (JCJB) scheme can provide a good secrecy rate, it sacrifices one relay node and the corresponding power gain. On the other hand, utilizing one or more relays for jamming would require inter-relay channel state information (CSI) at the relays.
In order to make use of all the relay nodes to amplify and forward the source signal, in this paper we propose a destination assisted jamming and beamforming (DAJB) scheme for the security of an AF based relay communication system. Due to the half-duplex constraint of the relay nodes, our proposed scheme includes two phases, i.e., broadcasting phase and amplify-and-forwarding phase. It is very probably for the eavesdroppers to wiretap the information during these two phases. Therefore, in the first phase, the destination transmits jamming signal to confuse the eavesdroppers as a jammer, while all the relay nodes will listen to the source node. In the second phase, due to unknown CSI of the eavesdropper, artificial noise (AN) is used to cover amplify-and-forwarded signals to avoid information leakage. The contributions of our work are as follows:
• Our proposed DAJB scheme takes full advantage of all the relay nodes to increase the secrecy rate without interrelay CSI.
• The effects of total power, power constraint of destination assisted jammer and threshold of the received SNR on secrecy rate are analyzed. We note that in [13] - [15] the destination is also used as a jammer to confuse the eavesdropper. However, it worth noting that there are some differences between our scheme and the schemes proposed in [13] - [15] as follows:
• In [13] , the best of all the relay nodes is selected to decode-and-forward the source signals and cooperate with the source to jam the eavesdropper without influencing the destination. Furthermore, it assumes in [13] that the main and wiretap channels are noiseless. However, in our proposed scheme, the amplify-and-forward protocol is considered and the main and wiretap channels in our system are not noiseless.
• The relays use the zero-forcing beamforming to avoid leaking the information to the eavesdropper in [14] , while we use the jamming and beamforming technologies.
• In [15] , the destination and the helpers send jamming signals to the source simultaneously in the broadcasting phase. Moreover, there is a line-of-sight channel between the source and the destination without considering any relay nodes. However, our proposed scheme just utilizes the destination to transmit the jamming signal and there is no direct link between the source and the destination. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide the system model of our DAJB scheme. In Section III, we study the achievable maximum secrecy rate of our proposed scheme. In Section IV, we provide the simulation results to demonstrate the good security performance of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
Notation 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an AF wireless cooperative relay communication system as depicted in Fig.1 , which includes a source node S, a destination node D, an eavesdropper node E and N friendly relay nodes R i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N . The source node, the destination node and all the relay nodes are only equipped with a single antenna. Assume that there is no direct link between the source and the destination due to the shadowing and the fading effects, and we do not know the CSI of the eavesdropper. The channels between these nodes are the quasi-stationary flat-fading channel. The characters f R , f E , c E , g E , h R and g R represent the channel coefficients between the source S and the relay R, the source S and the eavesdropper E, the relay R and the eavesdropper E, the destination D and the eavesdropper E, the relay R and the destination D, respectively. The relay nodes are half duplex, i.e., each relay just need to receive the source signal in the first phase before amplifyand-forwarding it in the second phase. In [16] and [17] , the authors extend the Wyner's discrete memoryless wiretap channel model to the Gaussian wiretap channel, which is proved that the secrecy rate C s is the difference between the capacity of the source-destination channel and that of the source-eavesdropper channel. Therefore, the achievable maximum secrecy rate is
where I (y D ; s) and I y E ; s denote the mutual information of the source-destination channel and the source-eavesdropper channel. Let γ D and γ E denote the corresponding signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). I (y D ; s) and I y E ; s can be calculated, respectively, by
In this paper, we will utilize the destination node to send the jamming signal to cover the information transmission in the first phase. On one hand, the destination assisted jamming scheme can make the best of all the relay nodes to amplify and forward the signals to the destination and further increase the secrecy rate. On the other hand, utilizing one or more relays for jamming would require inter-relay CSI at the relays. However, the destination assisted jamming scheme do not require inter-relay CSI.
III. SECRECY RATES WITHOUT EAVESDROPPER's CSI
In this section, the DAJB scheme is introduced. Then the system secrecy rate is analyzed. Finally, the optimization methods for obtaining the optimal beamformer weights and the power allocation are also presented and discussed.
A. THE PROPOSED DAJB SCHEME There are two phases in our scheme. During the first phase, the source S broadcasts the source signal s and all N relay nodes listen to the signal. In the meantime, the destination D transmits the jamming signal z J to cover the information transmission, simultaneously. The received signals at
T and signals at the eavesdropper E, y
where P S and P Z are the transmit powers of the source S and the destination D, respectively. The jamming signal z J is complex Gaussian random variables. n R and n (1) E are both time-spatially white independent complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance σ 2 at the relay R and the eavesdropper E, respectively. Besides, the powers of s and z J are normalized as E{|s| 2 } = E{|z J | 2 } = 1. During the second phase, the relay R amplify and forward the received signals y R using the distributed beamforming technology to the destination D. Obviously, the eavesdropper E has the opportunity to eavesdrop the source information signal in this phase. Furthermore, it is difficult to do any optimization to avoid leaking the information to the passive eavesdropper E while the CSI of source-eavesdropper channel is unknown. In order to degrade the eavesdropper's channel condition, all N relay nodes send ANs to cover the concurrent information bearing signals y R to the destination D in this phase. Therefore, the signals transmitted at the relay R are given by
where
, which is the beamforming matrix as well and n a are the ANs. Besides, the total power P sum consumed by all the relay nodes and the destination node is formulated as
which needs to satisfy the following power constraints:
Let us definẽ
where n D and n (2) E are the time-spatially white independent complex Gaussian random variables at the destination D and the eavesdropper E, respectively, with zero mean and variance σ 2 . Then, the signals received at the destination D and the eavesdropper E, respectively, are
The ANs n a should be spatially isotropic as the CSI of the source-eavesdropper channel is unknown. Furthermore, ANs should not impact the destination node D. Let T denotes the projection matrix such that n a = T z a , which means each column of T is orthogonal to h 
Combining the eavesdropped information in (5) and (9), the eavesdropped information can be represented as
B. SECRECY RATES
Next, we will analyze the secrecy rate of the DAJB scheme and then compare it with that of the JCJB scheme. Before analyzing the secrecy rate, let us define
. Grouping the information signal s and noise terms z J , n a andñ D , we obtain the SNR at the destination as
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respectively. Consequently, the total SNR at the eavesdropper is
Then, substituting (12) and (13) into (2) and (3) yields I (y D ; s) and I y E ; s , respectively, at the top of the next page.
C. SECRECY RATES OPTIMIZATION
In the DAJB scheme, we want to achieve the maximum secrecy rate C s by means of searching for the optimal w and P Z while P S is fixed. However, we may not do any optimization to obtain the maximum C s without eavesdropper's CSI. Hence, a suboptimal scheme will be introduced. It worth noting that this suboptimal scheme is similar to the optimization scheme in [12] . However, since our jamming signal is sent from the destination node, and the jamming signal is sent from a relay node in [12] , the details of our optimization scheme is different from the optimization scheme in [12] . From (1), it is easy to see that in order to get higher C s , we can increase I (y D ; s) in (14) as shown at the bottom of this page as large as possible while reducing I y E ; s in (15) as shown at the bottom of this page as small as possible. Then, we should consider the following factors:
• In the first phase, the security only depends on power of the jamming signal transmitted from the destination. Therefore, we expect that P Z is as large as possible. Hence, we let P Z =P N .
• In the second phase, the relay nodes R will feedback the jamming signal to the destination, if they receive the jamming signal from the destination D in the first phase. Therefore, we should let w † φ gh = 0 in (14) to increase the mutual information I (y D ; s) between the source and the destination.
•
In the whole two phases, the power P R consumed by all N relay nodes can be expressed as P R = P IN + P AN , where P IN w † Qw with Q P S R ff + P Z R gg + σ 2 I N is employed by information transmission and P AN E n † a n a is used for ANs. With limited power P R and unknown CSI of the eavesdropper, the power P IN is minimized so that more power P AN can be utilized to send ANs to interfere the potential eavesdropper E. Consequently, (12) can be simplified to
Then, we can get
which can be optimized by searching for the optimal beamformer weights w opt under the constraints that w † φ gh = 0 and P Z =P N . Mathematically, we have the following optimization problem
where ζ is the threshold of the received SNR γ D at the destination D which has to meet the requirements of quality of service (QoS). Therefore, we can obtain
where the projection matrix G is onto the null space of φ gh , i.e. φ † gh G = 0. The last constraint is the individual power constraint andP Ri is the power constraint of i-th relay node. By substituting w = Gν into the objective function and the other constraints of (19), we have
As Q is a diagonal matrix with positive elements, √ Q is
I y E ; s = 1 2 log 2 1 
Note that the constraint functions of (21) are based on Euclidean vector norm. It is similar to [12] , we assume that ν † G † φ fh is a positive real value without loss of generality. Let us defineQ
We reformulate (21) as
It is easy to see that (22) is an seconde-order convex cone programming (SOCP) problem with linear equation constraints [18] . Because of the convexity, the optimal ν opt is unique and global, which may be solved by interior point methods [19] .
When we obtain the optimal ν opt , we can get w opt through w opt = Gν opt . Then, we can calculate the power consumption of the i-th relay node R i for data transmission as
, · · · , N and the remaining power used for ANs as P Ai P Ri − P Ii , i = 1, 2, · · · , N . Subject to this updated power constraint, we have to maximize the ANs power P AN to reduce the information leakage as much as possible. As the ANs power P AN = E n † a n a = N −1 j=1 σ 2 (z a ,j) , we have the following optimization problem
Let us define
Then, (23) is reformulated as
whereT is a N × (N − 1) matrix and
Furthermore, p AN ,p RN and p IN are N vector with the i-th element P Ai ,P Ri and P Ii , respectively. (24) is obviously a linear programming (LP) problem, and thus we can obtain the optimal σ opt . Consequently, we can substitute the optimal w opt and σ opt into (14) and (15) to calculate the secrecy rate (1) of the proposed scheme.
IV. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In our simulations, the transmit power P S of the source S is fixed to be 14 dB and the noise power σ 2 is normalized to be 0 dB. Besides, in each simulation, all channel coefficients are generated at random, which are complex Gaussian random vector with zero mean and unit covariance. Furthermore, we utilize the CVX toolbox [19] to solve the second-order convex cone programming (SOCP) problem together with linear programming (LP).
A. EFFECT OF THE TOTAL POWER P sum ON SECRECY RATE
In this subsection, we explore the impact of the total power, P sum in (7), on the secrecy rate. As shown in Fig. 2 , the x-axis is the total power P sum . It is assumed thatP Ri = P sum /(N + 1), i = 1, 2, · · · , N andP N = P sum /(N + 1), which satisfies the constraints in (7), in these two schemes. We illustrate the comparison between the secrecy rates of the DAJB scheme and the JCJB scheme with varying P sum in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that as the total power P sum increases, the secrecy rate of these two schemes increase accordingly. Furthermore, we can also see that when P sum is fixed, increasing N may increase the secrecy rate. This is mainly because of the higher power gain provided by more relay nodes. Moreover, the secrecy rate of the DAJB scheme is higher than that of the JCJB scheme under the same configuration, as there is one more relay node in the DAJB scheme can be used to amplify and forward the received signals.
B. EFFECT OF THE POWER CONSTRAINTP N ON SECRECY RATE
Here, we analyze the effect of the power constraint of the destination assisted jammer,P N , on secrecy rate. In Fig. 3 , the total power P sum consumed by all the relay nodes R i and the destination assisted jammer D is fixed to be 25 dB. The x-axis is the ratio η =P N /P Ri in the DAJB scheme, wherē P in (7) . In the JCJB scheme, the ratio η is fixed to 1 in the JCJB scheme, i.e.P (JCJB) Ri = P sum /(N + 1), i = 1, 2, · · · , N and P (JCJB) N = P sum /(N + 1). From Fig. 3 , we can see that the DAJB scheme always outperforms the JCJB scheme when N = 4. In addition, it is also easy to see that increasing ratio η makes the secrecy rate of the DAJB scheme increases when N = 8. Moreover, the secrecy rate of the DAJB scheme is higher than the JCJB scheme when the ratio η is larger than 1. Therefore, we conclude that we can choose a properP N to obtain the higher secrecy rate in our DAJB scheme.
C. EFFECT OF THE THRESHOLD ζ ON SECRECY RATE
Now, we analyze the effect of the threshold of received SNR at the destination, ζ , on secrecy rate. It is assumed thatP Ri = P sum /(N + 1), i = 1, 2, · · · , N andP N = P sum /(N + 1), in these two schemes. From Fig. 4 , we can see that there is a proper value of ζ to obtain the higher secrecy rate of the DAJB scheme and the JCJB scheme when N = 3. It can also be seen that when N = 5 and ζ = 12, the JCJB scheme has somewhat worse performance than the DAJB scheme. The higher total power P sum can obviously yield the higher secrecy rate with the same configuration.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a DAJB scheme is proposed to improve the security of an AF cooperative relay system, subject to the more practical individual power constraint of the relay and the jammer and with no eavesdropper's CSI. The source node, the destination node and all the relay nodes are only equipped with a single antenna. By solving a SOCP along with a LP problem, the optimal beamformer weights and power allocation can be attained. Finally, the comparisons of the DAJB scheme and the JCJB scheme are illustrated with various values of the total power P sum , the power constraintP N and the threshold ζ , respectively. The simulation results confirmed that the DAJB scheme greatly improves the secrecy rate of the JCJB scheme. The DAJB scheme with all the nodes equipped with multiple antennas is an open issue for future research.
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